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Abstract 
For nearly two decades contemporary artists from the Middle Eastern diaspora have 
enjoyed international acclaim with signiflcant representation across major 
international exhibitions in Western art centers. This success can be attributed in part 
to the strong sociopolitical concerns that characterize their practices. Like their 
international counterparts, Australian artists from the Middle Eastern diaspora 
contribute to the enduring relationship between art and politics and yet despite this, 
the practice of contemporary Australian artists from the diaspora is scarcely known 
internationally. This article seeks to offer some redress by introducing seven 
contemporary Australian artists from the Middle Eastern diaspora who for the past 
decade have achieved institutional recognition in Australia. 
INTRODUCTION 
For nearly two decades, artists from the Middle Eastern diaspora have achieved 
significant international recognition with snbstantial presence across major 
international exhibitions, biennales, and mnsenms. Walid Raad, Shireen 
Neshat, Mona Hatoum, Emily Jacir, Ghada Amer, and Akram Zaatari 
represent a growing number of acclaimed international practitioners from the 
Middle East region. An important and early example of this representation was 
Documenta 11, held in 2002 and curated by Okwui Enwezor.1 This important 
exhibition featured Hatoum, Neshat, Raad's the Atlas Group, Fareed Armaly, 
and Kutlug Ataman, among other well-known artists. 2 Artists exhibiting in 
Documenta have since sustained critical career successes, as is the case with 
Raad who recently delivered a major survey exhibition at MaMA (the Museum 
of Modern Art) in New York. 
Despite these international examples, the practices of contemporary 
Australian artists from the Middle Eastern diaspora are scarcely known outside 
of Australia.s This article seeks to address this gap by introducing seven such 
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artists:' Hany Armanious, Khaled Sabsabi, joanne Saad, Hossein Ghaemi, 
Cigdem Aydemir, Raafat Ishak, and Fassih Keiso, describing key features of 
their works past aud present, and the themes that define their practices. 5 
Throughout the past decade these artists have established institutional 
recognition in Australia.6 
In recent years, the institutional appetite for artists from the Middle 
Eastern diaspora has been significant. Their work is often characterized by 
strong political stances and is frequently aligned with curatorial briefs 
addressing global political conflicts, divisions between Eastern and Western 
ideologies, and postcolonial agendas. Two recent examples illustrate this: 
Raad's exhibition at MoMA, in New York, and jacir's exhibition at 
Whitechapel Gallery, in London. Raad's exhibition release highlights his 
work's political preoccupations: 
Dedicated to exploring the veracity of photographic and video 
documents in the public realm, the role of memory and narrative 
within discourses of conflict, and the construction of histories of art in 
the Arab world, Raad's work is informed by his upbringing in Lebanon 
during the civil war (1975-91), and by the socioeconomic and military 
policies that have shaped the Middle East in the past few decades.' 
jacir's exhibition release notes equally rich sociopolitical themes: "Known for 
her poignant works of art that are as poetic as they are political and 
biographical, jacir explores histories of migration, resistance and exchange."8 
There is a comparable political dimension characterizing the works of 
Australian artists from the Middle Eastern diaspora. These artists, like their 
international counterparts, play an important role in ensuring that the 
longstanding relationship between art and politics continues. Australian artists 
from the Middle Eastern diaspora are largely making and exhibiting work that 
is concerned with sociopolitical issues impacting Australia and its peoples, 
issues that straddle cross-cultural identity, race and religion, conflict and war, 
gender stereotyping, nationhood, and displacement, as well as drawing on the 
aesthetic and mystical traditions of their homelands. 
HANY ARMANIOUS 
Hany Armanious was born in 1962 in Ismalia, Egypt, and migrated to 
Australia with his family at the age of six. He is one of Australia's leading 
contemporary artists. I first encountered his work in 1998 when Untitled Snake 
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Oil (1998) won llim tIle prestigious Mod & Chandon Art I'ri7.e. III tllis work, 
an assortment of nindeen champagne, wine, port, al1d sllerry glasse~ were 
displap:d upturned on a tahle. L:sing a vinyl material called hot mdt, he cast 
the space inside of the glasses to create colornl fOnTIS which he placed on top 
of each of the corresponding vessels that sat on the tahle. The effect of 
fashioning a magical altar from housdlOld items was mesmerizing (fig. I). 
• a' . .. 
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Pigure 1. Hany Armanious, Untitlcd Snake Oil, 1998, hotmelt, glass, 24 pieces, 
dimensions variable. Image courtesy of the artist and Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery, 
Sydney. 
At the time, this work invoked a.n effortless approach to sculpture 
througll playful transformatirlll of everyday obkcb and an experimental 
approach to casting that sllkd away from using traditional makrials. His 
extensive llistory of exllihitions has seen him cast an edectic range oh'veryday 
ohjects in unconventional materials such as spray foam, hot mclt, 
polyurethane re~in, polystyrene, epoxy, silicone, pol)vropykne, copper, and 
nickel plate, as well as traditional materials sudl as wax, wood, and more 
recently, hronze and marhk.9 l'or this reason his work stands out, offering 
Australian art a rdn'shingly unorthodox approach to sculptun'. 
J nterestingly, A rmanious is the one artist ofthe seven mentioned llere 
whose practice hypasses sociopolitical themes arising from his dhnicity ami 
migration from Egypt to Australia. III introducil1g Amlanious's practice first J 
was interested in kll(lI"'ing if he has consciously sidestepped the principJcs 
from which many Australian artists of 1Iiddle Eastern ancestry make work 
from; principles framed hy identity politics, racial politics, religious and gender 
politics, conflict in their homdand, and more generally the politics of the 
Olher. In 2001 and 2005ilis work made references lo "Arabia" (Ilg. 2) bUllhis 
wrej, 11)1.14, mix"d "'nii~, ",,,-i,,hk .1imcn,\ions, inSI;\IIUlion, Auckland Art 
Gallery, hmlg~ courtesy of th~ "rti,t "ml Ro,lyll Oxl~y9 G"llny, Sy<lney. 
was only cursory, Ie" p<llitically driwn, and more formal in intere,t. Hi, 
<'OnCCrIl, ~I Ihc lin", ;lPl'C;lrni 10 lic in II", lorm;llisl <luulil)' 01' ohjCdS: Ihe 
P" IkIllS, ,I",,,,,,, H",lni,']il y, "ml color, syno"yrnoll' wilh (he An,b world, lor 
naml'le., the turn, of wood on an nargileh, the pattern, of a Pe.r,ian carpet, or 
th~ shape of an Ol'ientalteiltonc might ,ee in a de",n scene from a Hollywood 
tllm_ L'; Whcn I asked thc artist whether he had del i her'Mely avo ided the pol itical 
km,in "",,-,,,;akd wilh [,~illg "" Ar"b A",lrHli;on artisl, h~ re,ponded: 
'1'hi, type of work hijacks an as a means to in,titutionalise polemic". 
1'm intet'csted in other I",ople\ storie< and experience" hut I don't 
Ihink 1)",1 ;orl i, (he righl plaUoIln [or Ii"" .. ,,,,rcali,,",, I don'l n,8i,1 
In)' hnit"g~ bul al the 'nln~ time I know it's nDt '" ,,,,,c·i"1. Nation"l 
sentiment, of any kind 1 lind ahhorrent. Being hoth .Egyptian and 
'-\llstralian, and at th~ same time neither, is quite li!'Crating' l'Ot'me, 
art's I r(J(' pri"i kgc and J~)""" is in i IS ,,,)n-IO";!i ion." 
AnmniollS is p."ionote ond politic.l in hi' ,,-iews obout ort .1ll1 yd hi, ,,'ark 
i, ""nn'rtu.lI,. ,i11gular, rc'ie'cling Ih" polilic< oi rCl'Tc,,'ntation oc1iYatcJ hy the' 
,ix olher "Tli,,", di",u,,,,:d heTe' "nJ the inlerTlal~Hlal ",aTTlpk, cileJ ~"rlie,-
Signiticonll)', AtmailioLL''; crilical .n,j commerc'ial tc~ognilioll 
I",ched <1 I" ,ak in 2Ml wh,n he rel're,ent' .l1 Australia at tM. tlfty-fourth 
V,nk" p,j,nll<M with. ,010 exhibition, Th" Golde" Thread (lOll), 
colTIlTIi,,,inn.d li)r Ih. A",lnli,n I·',,,ilinn, .~rTTl""in,,, ',th. first ond onl,' 
arli,l I-rom the .\1iJJk h,I,-,-" Jia,pOT~ I" Tcprc'",nl ,~ustralia ,illce il lx-gall 
parlie-ip.ling in 1 ~5·t 
n~LL'" 3, 
tOllfmalin., l'ub<lite, blue topaz, g"'n.ts, citrine, -1 . Im'g-e 
courte"y "i tho ,rti,1 ,"d Rn,l)'n Chley9 C;all.r)', Sy<l11ey. f'holo: C;r.g IV , i ghl, 
For "''<:ni">,, 11" dn:", lln hi., long hi'lory of "<J,ling 10 T<Trlld",,~ Mid 
Iransicmn insign;lkorli CYCTyd"y obicCi.\ ;1110 " I>cwliar a~\Cmblagc_ for 
e",ample, Ad~"",,~ Pasiu.' (2010) provoked the vi~wer to fc'rm parle"'ing 
a,"oci"tion, between material" ",bj~c1s, ond obkct. (fig. 3). In thi. 
monum~nl<,l work the arti,t ,tnd,.d iiw bronz~-c"t n",,, t"bl~s on tor of on~ 
anotha, erecting " r~'iloll' town that forced the viewer to look "I' to " 
metorhoricol heaven. Armaniou,'> lkea table, we", tran.mute,1 from 
throwa",ay f"rnitlLI~ into exquisite bronze. On the bottom tablt ArmaniolLS 
placed a rerliCl of a r"rer crown ,0mc",1 from the h,t-food chain Burger 
Killg, rerroduced in gold -plated 'ilver end adorned with ,emi -precious ,ton,," 
(ilg. 4]. 'l'he crown was instontiy hmiliar a. an obie,ct I had received '"'' child, 
alld yet in gold-plated ,il\'er and with colorful tourmaline, rubelite, blue topal, 
garnet, and citrin. gems it was tL-a".,iormed into. i.ir/,- tale ohJect. '" 
plated silve r, tonrmal i ne, mbd it. , hlue lopa7., garn ets, citri I~, 27Rx I 20xWcm. 
I mage courte;;y of the .ni,t and Roslyn ()", I~}-9 (;allol")', Sydney. Photo: (,reg 
Weight. 
I" an onl i tIC i nte ,view dc,;cribi n g h is p"KC.~' the artisl articulates his 
SLllI pm,,1 ohJective a, one of·' rede;.c ,;h; ng rhe ohi~ct" with 'ponr mate ,;~k "I' 
He slates a desire to recre~te an "appt'Oximatio,,' "ather than a replica oi 
―
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onjin"ry thing','" "Ih"e ontir,",), thing' ore overlooked objeo, tho! he might 
fi11J lying ohout hi< ,ruJio like sho<'s, pin h"orJ.<, and horJw.r~ twh 
In anolh<T work from the hi<nnok, r" ,"cz (20 lO), "l111anious r~coll, 
Alberlo Cia""mclli'" I 9'17 work ,,[ the ,,"m" lille, nn'pl ill hi> """",-'m!,,,,-.r;' 
hom'Re he h", r~placed GiawmeUi'> inf.mollS brome no" with " 
,eprod"ction of on icDnic -"-",trojj,,, ~orMn tool the leaf blower. Cost in 
pigmented polyur.lho11" r~,i11, it hang, "",I."ly ""p~nd"d from " ~Tom. 
frame' (Gg, ~), like. hug,' "rc'cl puri' (Dr "["IIi, il1iru,imr" ,,-s I.k ~rli'i has 
<k,crib"d il)_"Tl<llh lh"'" work' l-c,,~ll monumcnlal <Cllll'lurc "nd )-cllheir 
main ,ubject' 'paper crown, Ikca t.bles, "n,j a gMdcn leat'blower remarn 
d.l" [111iu"dl,. un-hero ie. 
, ' 
24", I IS", I "m, 2010. [moge wurte,y of the aT~'1 ,"d Ro,ly11 Chl<y9 Cdler)" 
S)'Jl\")'_ 
―
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KHALED SABSABI 
Khaled Sabsabi was born in 1965 in Tripoli, Lebanon. Owing to the outbreak 
of civil war, his family migrated to Sydney in 1978. He lives and works in 
Sydney's Western Suburbs, a culturally diverse area known for settling large 
communities of migrants and refugees from the Middle East, Africa, China, 
and Vietnam. He is an incredibly prolific artist and has recently achieved some 
international success with inclusion in major biennales such as the 3rd Kochi-
Muziris Biennale, the 1st Yinchuan Biennale, 5th Marrakech Biennale, 18th 
and 21 st Biennales of Sydney, 9th Shanghai Biennale, and Sharjah Biennial 11. 
He has won significant prizes in Australia such as the Helen Lempriere 
Travelling Art Scholarship in 2010, the 60th Blake Prize in 2011, the MCG Basil 
Sellers Fellowship in 2014, the Fishers Ghost Art Award in 2014, and the NSW 
Western Sydney Arts Fellowship in 2015. 
In contrast to Armanious's practice, Sabsabi's work is at titnes 
controversial and persuasive. His work is driven by acute political engagement 
with the migrant experience of those, who like him, were displaced to Australia 
by conflicts in the Middle East. Sabsabi re-presents his personal experience in 
intensely critical, political terms. He doesn't shy away from experiences of 
conflict, the misunderstandings between Eastern and Western ideologies that 
govern nationhood, and the subsequent issues concerning identity, religion, 
and one's sense of "home." 
Sabsabi works across diverse mediums such as video, sound, sculpture, 
painting, and photography. Unique to his early creative experience was his 
career as a hip-hop performer. This performance history characterizes much 
of his current work that utilizes video technology and hypnotic sound to create 
immersive video experiences made up of large and/or multiple screens often 
repeating the same images over and over to a mesmerizing soundtrack. 
My first encounter with Sabsabi's work was in 2000 in an exhibition 
titled East of Somewhere. 16 The artist exhibited a series of screen-printed T-
shirts that promineutly and repeatedly featured the face of then -Taliban leader, 
Osama bin Laden. The work was titled Where We At (2000) and featured 
twenty T -shirts hanging ou a self-styled washiug line equipped with wooden 
pegs and lawu carpet (fig. 6). The work combined elements of Australian 
cultural life: a washing line hung over a perfect patch of green grass with 
ubiquitous white washing, a scene metaphorically describing "the great 
Australian Dream" of home ownership, except in Sabsabi's provocative 
version the washing reveals the face of Western Enemy Number Oue Bin 
Laden. At the time, I recall heavy criticism of this work. The work was 
―
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admonished for its perceived valorization of terror. In fact, the ""ork's 
ub.iec1ives were far mure cumplex in its attempts tu .iuxtapuse twu incongruuus 
symbols the Australian backyard and terrorism. 
wooden pegs, rope, wood and painl. Image courlesy of the arlisl dnd ivlihni 
Callery, Brishane. 
Seventeen years later Sabsabi continues to brutally and ironically 
pictul'e divergences in Australian culture from the perspective of margi nali7.ed 
and displaced communities. lIe draws out \Vestern preconceptions about 
islam, religion, war, ami culture, forcing the viewer to contend with reality 
rather than the stereot)1JeS presented in the news. A work that achieves this 
aculely is Nmjsl!brmrli Greenucre t;lIgugemenl (2011). This quietly provocalive 
work (figs. 7, K) won him ont' of Australia's most prestigious art prizes, the 
2011 Blake Prize lor Religious ArL In lhis, the drlisl sUblly conjoins lhe 
folkloric Australian Hoy Scout hall and the scout flag with a religious 
performance by a Sydnq-- Sutl community. Th ree television monitors sit on the 
Hoor adjacenllo a Persidll rug on which viewers are able lo sil cross-legged and 
watch the screens before them. Pictured before the viewer is a devotional scene 
featuring Sufi Muslims seated on the floor in a commun ity scout hall. They are 
chanling loudly and the repealed sound makes lhem appear lranscendenl and 
out of place in the ordinary room they inhabit. As the group of men and 
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women chant in unison, children walk in and out ofthe scene, some climbing 
on their mothers, anothn baby a<;leep on its mother's shouldn, and others 
walking casually in and around the hall. 
l'igure 7. Khaled Sabsabi, Naqshbandi Greenacre Engagement, 2011. 3 Channel 
SO Video, paper, rug, plastic, wood and perfume. Image courte~y of the artist 
and .'viilani Gallery, Brisbane. 
Whal's interesling abouL Ihis scene is lhal il is reminiscenl oflhe mall)' 
videos and slill images Ihe media pori ray of ISIS; groups of men sealed ill a 
semi-circular fashion LICillg a camera, ,llld a room adorned by !lags. In 
Sabsabi's scene there ;He also tlags, and on quickly surveying the work one 
might mistake them for political tlags (tlg. 8). Rather uncannily though, they 
are Boy Scout tl~gs and one of them looks identical to IIezboll~h's flag: both 
yellow and green. One might mistake the worshippers for He7.bollah 
sympath i7A;rs. As the altist noted in an intervie\'" with A Be journalist "\Yilliam 
Verity, 
Tfyoulooked at that image and you didn't bothn looking doser into 
the image, you would th ink they were three Islamic flags. It's not until 
you really look atthc lMli that you see it's a Scout's hall, hut if you went 
off first judgment, it's a tnrorist-l(xlking gathering, and Y'ou've missed 
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out on the picture, And that's part of the vmrk," 
I'igure S. Khaled Sahsabi, Naqshhandi Greenacre lil1gagemerlt, 2() 11. 3 Channel 
HD Video. I mage courtesy of the artist and i\Iilani Gallet)" Brisbane. 
Transcrndence is a theme evident in another work that draws parallels 
between sporting t~l1lS and rei igious devotion. In J,tTonderlafid (20 14), the ,utist 
recorded the hypnotic chanting of soccer fans for the \\'estern Sydney 
"\Yanderers, the football club of Sabsabi's Sydney home. In this work, two 
screens present a large stadium of men chanting tke team's anthem among 
othn fan cries (tlg. <;). Two men ~tand in front of each of the crmvds leading 
them into a transcendental state; the men appeal' bare-chested and heroic, 
recalling ancient warrior figures. The piece is primal, evoking an ancient 
chat'ge to war and dmwing pamllels with Hollyv>'Ood cinematic trope~. [<or 
example, one can easily draw links between the suburban football fans' fnvor 
and the bloodthirsty crowds depicted in Ridley Scott's Gladiator (2000). 
This is not the only p<lnlilel to the Gladiator film. In For the Fans Part 
D (2016), S'lbsabi has /limed a colosseum-like fOOlbill sladium .11 Ihe momenl 
rugby le.lgue [iU1S rush onlO the field. The green circle of Ihe field is a".lSil in 
bodies; his long camera shot makes the human ligures seem like a frantic 
colony of ants (fig. 10). What causes the rush of bodies is uncle'H. The ambient 
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sound carries a distant screaming from the collective shouting of excited fans. 
The screaming in Sabsabi'~ video is haunting, and seeing bodies running en 
masse lends the association ofsomcthing having gone awry. for example, it is 
possible lO draw parallels between Sabsabi's scene and lhat of people franlically 
running from the Manch~ster Arena in th~ terror attacks at Ariana Grande's 
concert. 
Figure 9. Khaled Sabsabi, Wonderland, 2014. 2 Ch~nnel HD Video. Imdge 
murtesy ofthe artist and /l,1ilani (,aller)", Brisbane. 
Since 2001 Sabsabi has travelled extensively behveen Sydney and 
L~hanon among other countries in th~ J\liddle East. His work ~ngages with th~ 
region but perhaps like many ofthe artists discussed here, his vmrk is stmngest 
when it reflecls his unique insighls dnd experiences o[lhe dicholomous aspects 
of cultural and political life in Australia. 
Image courtesy of the m1ist and !vli1alli Gallery, Brishane. 
JOANNE SAAD 
Toanne Saad was born in 1969 in Sydney, Australia, and is ofT,ebanese heritage. 
Like Sabsabi, Saad's practice draws on her ov,-n experiences of cultural 
displacement in Australia. These experiences offer her a starting point from 
which to engage v,rith and collaborate with others. Currently, Saad lives and 
―
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works in Oman researching and developing new work on the Bedouin of the 
Middle East and North Africa. For over two decades she has worked with 
photography and video in what may be described as expanded portraiture and 
documentary. Her photographic and video portraits draw on the intimate 
connections she has with the communities she collaborates with. This 
collaborative process is an integral aspect of her working in many 
diverse communities. 
The strength of Saad's practice has been her connection to the people 
who inhabit the outer suburbs of Sydney's cultural landscape. Recent projects 
were situated in suburbs such as Blacktown and Bankstown where many 
migrant and refugee communities settle. Often her subjects are from Arabic, 
African, or Asian communities that were displaced by war and other political 
conflicts as well as those who migrated to Australia in the 1950s for mostly 
economic reasons. As a result, her work is inherently political, addressing 
issues of migration, displacement, and the racial politics that have often and 
continue to trouble Australia.!8 
She strives to collaborate with her subjects and succeeds in depicting 
them as individuals who form part of a social cultural group that sit outside of 
the mainstream of Australian cultural life that is dominated by Anglo 
traditions, histories, and identities. She aims to create connections with 
people that open up possibilities for personal responses to the abovementioned 
issues." This was particularly evident in her collaborative project titled Family 
Portraits (2015). Urban Theatre Projects commissioned this work for 
Bankstown: Live, a celebrated community event that was part of Sydney 
Festival in 2015. 
In Family Portraits, a suburban street in Bankstown was transformed 
for four hours into a stage. Saad set up a backdrop by which she gathered and 
engaged with her photographic subjects. On this street-cum-stage, the interior 
of the family's homes was reproduced, so while they were seated outdoors they 
were also in front of a photographic simulation of the inside of their house. 
The family being photographed invited the audience into the 
reproduction of their homes to sit on their furniture, beckoning 
conversation and welcoming them into the scene and onto the stage to have 
their portrait taken as "extended" family. The most compelling example is a 
portrait called Georgia, Uncle Steve and Christos (fig. 11). It depicts an older 
Greek couple in what appear to be the armchairs from their actual living room. 
They sit in front of a backdrop depicting the timber veneer archway in their 
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Between them sits Uncle Steve, an indigenous m;m who is dressed to perfonn 
a traditional smoking ceremony and adorned with face paint and gum leaves 
under his armband."e 
Figure II. Joanne Saad, Family Por/mi/s, Georgia, Uncle Sieve and Chris/os, 
2015. Detail. T magc cOUltesy of the artist. 
The incongruity ofthest sub.iec1s old Greek cOllple and indigenous 
Aboriginal man is rarely pictured. fl"Om the perspective of Australian 
photographic history these diverse cultures are scarcely represented in a visual 
history dominated by colonial stories and depictions of beaches and 
sunbathers, bushrangers and bridges these people are Australia's 
marginalized subjects. 
Another example (fig. 12) is the African family portrayed alongside an 
Anglo couple where a blonde v.roman has her arms \'-f<lpped around the 
shoulders or an Asian boy. These examples demonslrale Saad's inleresl in race 
and the depiction of racial appearance in portraiture. Her works do not, 
however, reinforce the differences often played out in the Australian media, 
bul ralher, by bringing diverse people [rom diverse communilies logelher, 
highlight what people have in common. Tn describing this work, Saad states: 
―
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I am fortunak that J have met so many amazing people who have 
welcomed me inlo lheir homes and sllued lheir personal stories. It is 
lhis experience lhal I I"anled creale I()f Banhlown: Live bringing 
privale worlds inlo the public space and connecting people wilh one 
another through intimate moments.'] 
Pigurc 12. roanne Saad, Family Portraits, 2015. Image courtesy of the artist. 
The strength of her work is the depictirm of a nuancnt alld 
collaborative approac1l to p0l1raiture tllat often explorcs personal expcrknce. 
,\1y introduction to hn work f(}{;uses on this strength of ~closeness." She has 
often elaborated on the intimat~" nature of making portraits and the close 
bonds SllC forms bctween 11CTSc1f and tIle subiccts she photographs. Describing 
her own work, the artist states: '" I"he photographs amI video works lay bare the 
everyday through the people who actively participate in its creation."" This 
vkw sits in opposition to the history of ethnographic portraits: rather than 
position herself as photographer and powerful onlooker, Saad seeks 
collaboration with her subjects. I nstead of depicting them from the vantage of 
an outsider, she approaches portraitun: first by getting to know people, 
meeling willl lhem, lalking lo lilem, and Ileafing lheir slories. Her process of 
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making portraits, Iyhcther photographk or ~ideo, is empathctk, and in it she 
exercises a "demoeratk engagcnK'nt witl1 people and social groups. ,," 
This "closeness" is perhaps best demonstrated in the work 
Remembering(20 11). Saad crealed a colleclion of sixly phoLographic ,md video 
porlmils wiLh residenls ofBJ.tckLown in \Veslern Sydney (Ilg. 13). The worh 
portray various subjeds convcrsing with the artist (who W,IS offscreen), 
disclosing private storks full of hope, joy, and sadness. 1Iany t:1ce the camera 
head-on and close up, making them appear incredibly vulnerable. Their stories 
are told 'willingly and one suspects they must trust Saad as the recipient of their 
recollections. The confessional style of this work is a haunting antithesis to the 
confessional videos that confront us in reality television. Rather than mocking 
her subjects, Saad portrays their humanity alongside her own, to reveal tIle 
emotional life of stories and memories that bring us closer together. 
liigure 13. Joanne Saad, Remembering, Jamila, 2014, HD Video, Image 
courtesy of the artist, 
IIOSSEIN GIIAEMI 
Hossein Ghaemi was born in 1985 in Tehmn, Iran, and migraLed lo Auslralia 
in 1987. He is a Sydney-hased performance amI video artist who assembles 
char,K1:ers, (ostum(s, ,l1ld choirs that use poetry ,l1ld song to perform "ritual" 
dances. Ghaemi's creative abilities extend across mediums, displaying a 
multifaceted approach to art making that sees him choreograph chaotic 
dances, write music scores and lyrics, design costumes and sets, and make 
pseudo-ceremonial objecls and pain lings. 
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The mOSl inlriguing of his performances use lhe human voice as a 
material. His choirs arc made up of invented characters that arc so surreal they 
border on the psychedelic. One example of this is the eccenlric~lly tilled work, 
The Dej/dent of Solution Development: Quizzing Afakes Remedy (tig. 14). In 
2013 (;luemi f0n11cd this choir to perfonTI at the Tiny Stadiums Fcstival in 
Sydney. Its members "battled" each other through strange nonsensical 
sounds.2' The pet·formance was made stranger by the fact that it was executed 
nol in a lhe~ter or on a conventional slage but 011 a roollop of a vacanl inner-
city shop in Sydney. To the comillun ity that formed his spontaneous audience, 
his characters appearcd like garish specters. 
Figure 11. Hossein Ghaemi, The DeJlcienl ofSolulion Deve!opmenl: Quizzing 
"'lakes Remedy, 2013. Tiny Stadiums I PACT Centre for Emerging Artists, 
Frskineville, Sydney. Tmage courtesy of The Commercial Calkry, Sydney. 
Photo: Jessica Maurer. 
Ghaemi"s choirs are not ordinary choirs: costumed elahordkly in 
layers of upholstery fabt·ics, including ft·i nge tassels chat·actet·istic of decorative 
Cl111ains, some are stuffed with wadding and appear blown up, others are 
distorted and monstrous or appearing to be members of the Ku Klux KliUl 
'11 CheJinc Frlhd 
gone awry (fig. 15). Their identities are often concealed under thick gold, silver, 
and black face paint. 
The Commercial Gailery, Sydney. 
IIis work draws on the mysticism inherent in the song and poetry of 
his Persian and Turkish heritage. The references to this heritage are amplified 
hy the artist's consistent usc of veiling and concealment. His characters are 
often shrouded beneath elaborately designed and decorated costumes, turning 
them into magical singing ~surrealist" creatures that are often uwhirling" in a 
style that recalls Turkey's whirling dervishes. \Vith these features, it is not 
surprising when he describes his ·work as "coming from dreams and his 
unconscious. n,,' 
Recently, Chaemi has employed video as a way of preserving his 
othen',ise ephemeral performances. His recent vidw work, Angry Fluwer 
(2015), is the first iteration ofa series which employs his mother as the central 
performer (fig. 16). Playing herself in one scene, she is sealed al her kiLchen 
tahle smoking a cigarette to the sOlmd of Arahic drumming. A pot of I,-ater is 
boiling and bubbl i ng on the stove to a fantastical soundtrack. It appears to have 
magical properlies lhal Lransporl lhem in an inslanL LO a suburban Auslralian 
park. 1\111 of large ghost-gums (ellcalyptus trees typical of the Australian 
landsc<lpe), the park is converted into a stage for the lTI<lin scene showing his 
mother, now a shamanic figurehead, leading a quasi-whirling dervish 
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performance while sucking on ~ long drinking straw ~nd battling the strength 
uf ~ puwerful wind. 
Pigure 16. Hossein Ghaemi, Angry nower, 2015 (still), HD video, Tmage 
courlesy of The Commercial Gailery, Sydney. 
This video encapsulates Ghaemi's mallY creative endeavours in terms 
of filming, ~oumltr.:llk, painting, script writing, and choreography. Central to 
both his livc and rccordcd wOI'k is thc pmmisc ofallarrativc that ncycr truly 
unfolds from beginning to climactic end: the audience are always left 
wondering, gllessing, and imagining what I ... m happen next. Ghaemi's stories 
are left open, beautifully ambiguous, and like his characters, never fully 
revealed.'" 
Like AnmmiOlls's early use of Arabic ob.il"cts and fomls, (ihaemi at 
times draws on the aesthetic traditions of his Persian and Turkish heritage, 
transtorming cultural pertormances into kitsch spectacul~r. In this v,ray, 
(-;Ililemi's work docs not overtly address sociocultural politics and yet I find it 
irresistible to see the cues that point to cultural signitlers that are familiar to 
my own Lebanese-infused childhood. The Arabic drumming and the kilchen 
scene depicting Ghaemi's mother in A ngry Plower evokes to me the years spent 
wilh Illy own grandmolher drinking Lebanese coffee lO lhe sound oflhe Arabic 
radio, with Australia as Ollr backdrop. In this way, Ghaemi's work is hoth 
accessible and magical, both of the allure of a Turkish banar and of suburban 
Australian life. A distinctly strange pairing. 
―
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CIGDEM A YDEMIR 
Cigdem Aydemir was born in 1983 in Sydney, Australia, and is of Turkish 
heritage. Aydemir's practice combines performance with video, sculpture and 
installation. Her work considers the history and politics that besiege Muslim 
identity in Australia particularly in relation to gender and religion. 
The focus of her performances and video work is often herself depicted 
as a veiled woman. Many of her video performances interrogate the social and 
political repercussions of veiling. She uses irony to question the West's fear of 
Islam and the way this fear is directed at the burg a specifically.27 Veiling of 
women (veiling herself) is often synchronized with the veiling of obscure 
objects such as children's swings in public parks, shopping trolleys, bicycles 
with carriages, or public statues. This approach recalls Christo and Jeanne-
Claude's wrapping of famous monuments, but in Aydemir's approach 
paradox, irony, and humor infuse the aesthetic act with political meaning. 
The compelling work Bombshell (2013) won her the Redlands Konica 
Minolta Art Prize in the Emerging Artist category. In this single channel video 
Aydemir re-performs Marilyn Monroe's famous scene from The Seven Year 
Itch (1955), in which Monroe wore the iconic white dress that is lifted by the 
breeze from the subway vents, forcing her dress to billow and reveal her legs. 
Aydemir recreates the scene donning a black burg a to the soundtrack of bombs 
blasting (fig. 17). In her recreation, the burga is like a huge deflated parachute 
billowing like a black flag, taut around her head but dancing around her body. 
The effect of billowing fabric is Similarly explored in the video Whirl (2015). 
In this, she overtly mocks hair shampoo advertisements. Wearing a face-
hugging magenta scarf, she pretends to blow-dry her hair, which in this case is 
a scarf. The scarf again swirls like a flag in the wind a harmless and beautiful 
tactile object (fig. 18). This has a transformative effect on an object that has 
otherwise been stigmatized by the Western media's portrayal of the veiled 
woman as someone to fear. The artist quite humorously describes her intent 
in this work. Exploring the "liberating" promise of shampoo commercials, she 
notes her own personal experience as a veiled and then an unveiled Turkish 
woman. 
As a personal anecdote, the encouragement I received immediately 
after unveiling led me to believe that removing the veil should be a 
shampoo commercial-type experience, which it was not. Whirl 
explores that memory while throwing into question the inherent 
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assumptions between 
veiled/ oppressed / abject." 
the artist. 
unveiled/liberated/beautiful and 
j;igurc 18. Cigdcm Aydemir, IVhirl, 2015, HD Video. Image courtesy of the 
artist. 
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Aydemir understands intimately the politics of veiling because she 
wore a hijab her!;.Clf for ten years. As a result, hel' vmrk successfully reveals tile 
currenl p~ranoi'l 'lssociated with contemporary represenl'llions of Islam and 
the veiled woman. In response to tl'ar and paranoia, Ardemir attempts to 
"demy,tify the othel'" by inviting her audiences to take part in her 
performalK~S, I,'ekoming th~l11 into her v~il. 0< for exampl~, in Lx/remisl 
Actil'ity (ride) (1011), she rode her bicycle around the city and invited people 
to dimb undn her veil-cum-carriage (fig. 19). The ,n1ist notes: "The E:dremist 
Activity series was, in part, a response to the lslamophobic fear of Muslim 
women who could be hiding 'anything' under their veils, as well as a tonguE-
in-cheek look at the stereotyp~ of '\lu~lil11 ~xtrel11enes>.""-' 
figure 19. Cigdem Aydemir, Extreme Activity (ride), 201 t, HD Video. Tmage 
courl~sy oj Ih~ artist. 
I none of her most powerful works til at refers to the politiciud nature 
of being: Muslim and Ihe contested terrilor), of Ihe Auslralian be~(h, A),demir 
performs a tongue-in-cheek pertormanct recalling the iconic '90s television 
series Haywardl, In I lion'( Let You (lut of i .. ly Sight (2015), she perform, 
""taring: a red burkini (her running and the color of tht burkini is delibnately 
reminiscent of Pamela Anderson's revcaling red swimsuit); she is tlll11cd 
running the length of Maroubm, Bondi, and the infamous Cronulh1 beaches 
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(Cronulla Reach WdS the site of racial tensions bet"weenlocal Anglo gangs and 
yuung Lebanese men in 200l}." On her shuulder she clInies what appears tu 
be a life-saving device that doubles as a boom box blasting the theme music of 
Baywalch (lig. 20)." 
i ,I Won't 
Video. Image courLesy of the arLiSl. 
2015, lID 
IIer work is undoubtedly informed by her identity as an Australian 
Muslim woman of Turkish herilage. The slrenglh of her work is lhal while 
remaining critical of hoth gender and religious stereotyping, she has an innate 
ability to provoke laughter from her dudience (as I have 'witnessed firsthand) 
and perhaps for this reason, her work is more important now than ever. 
RAAh\J ISHAK 
Raafat Ishak was born ill 1967 ill Cail"Q, Egypt, and migt'ated to lvfdbourne, 
Auslralia, in 1982. His practice can loosely be described as painling allhough 
he works across many disciplines including sculpture, dral\·ing, and 
installation. I rrcspective of medium, his wOI'k is distinguished by a systematic 
approach lO crealing imagery and objeCls lhal are simulLaneously ilguralive 
and ahstract. He adopts an exacting approach to producing serial paintings 
that are restl'icted to what he calls the "bureaucratic si7.es of aI, a2, ao>, a4. n ,., 
This systematic aesthetic is exaggerated by the material limits he places on the 
work. For example, the arti~t tends to usc MDP, a manufachued timber 
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product that has ~n incredibly smooth Hnish ~nd is quite appealing as a 
painting surface. 
His use of "systems" not only gOYCI'ns h is material methodology but 
also his conceptual approach. His imagery alludes to slrict conceptu~l 
parameters that Mlggest an instruction may have provided the logic for their 
existence. For example, in a politically motivated work, Respon"es ;0 an 
il11mi:s'ration Request from One Hundred and .'Vinety POllr Governments, 
(2006-9), Ishak composed and sent ~ letter to one hundred ~nd ninety-four 
governmenls requesling citizenship.;' He then produced an epic series of one 
hundred and ninety-four pastel-colored abstract paintings, each a faded 
version of one counlry's llag, inscribed wilh a /lourish of Arabic text 
representing some of the government's responses (or lack thereof) to his 
request for citi7,enship (fig. 21 ).;' 
Figure 21. Raafat Ishak, Responses To An Immigration Request From One 
Hundred And ,""inety i-"lJUr (;ovcmments, 2006-09, detail. Oil & gesso on 1\1])]; 
3Ox21cm each. Image courtesy of the artist and Sutton Gallery, Melbourne. 
The strength of his practice exists in the dialogue he creates betwlTn 
politiCS and art. Ishak's practice consistently asks questions about the 
contemporary state of the world: citilenship, nationhood, home, cross-cultural 
identity, and how these issues may become manifest in dialogue with at·t and 
architec1ure .. "tany of hi" projects snch as Nomilw/irm jilT the Presidency o{lhe 
New Egypt (2012), iUHi Congratulatory Notes on Ubiquity and Debacle (2011), 
specubte on these issues, bUl never didaClically; rMher, his works operate as 
games \\'here there are unseen rules and systems in place, and occluded visuals 
to decode. 
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grays that are muted and muddy. The style is cubist and the subjects are 
consistently concealed under multiple layers of imagery that make aspects of 
the paintings unidentifiable. 
His paintings have often reminded me of the methodical children's 
activity color-by-number. In Ishak's work, however, it is a complex system that 
is left open and unfinished. This open system of painting requires the viewer 
to seek out the concealed and camouflaged subjects occluded beneath each 
representation. The strength of his work lies within this paradox to both 
picture the world and stubbornly conceal it. 
F ASSIH KElSO 
Fassih Keiso was born 1956 in Syria and has lived and worked in Melbourne 
since 1993. He describes the influence of having lived in both countries for 
Significant amounts of time as informing the cross-cultural themes 
characterizing his interdisciplinary practice. His work employs various media 
from painting to photography, performance, video, and installation. Each 
work is governed by a central idea that usually links Arabic contemporary life, 
culture, and politics with broader global issues. 
Keiso's practice is very much embedded in the cultural and political 
life of the Middle East. This is interesting in relation to the other artists 
discussed here. This is perhaps owing to the fact that he lived a significant part 
of his adult life in Syria. His works regularly examine the encounter of Eastern 
and Western ideologies and the divergences between them. 
In his early work from the '90s and into 2000 he reflected on the 
tension between Middle Eastern and Western perceptions of the body and 
sexuality (arguably a problematic task for a male artist when this involves the 
portrayal of women). For example, in Curtain for My Window (1999-2000), 
he utilized photographic technology to manipulate and reproduce parts of the 
female body into a recurring pattern suggestive of both traditional Islamic 
patterns and the grid of Western geometric abstraction (fig. 24). 
More recently, in a work shortlisted for the 2016 Blake Prize titled The 
Last Supper Not (Why Not?) (2016), the artist reimagined the biblical scene of 
jesus Christ and the Last Supper. In his version the disciples are young veiled 
Islamic women (fig. 25). The work visually conjoins Christianity with Islam in 
order to demonstrate what for Keiso has represented a cultural union rather 
than ideological differences. The artist notes: "the Last Supper is an attempt to 
embody the two religions ... culturally, I feel I belong to both of them."38 
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Figure 2'1. fassih Keiso, Cur/Ilin for My V','indow, 1999-2000, mixed media, 
ins(~llil(ioll view, \'ari~ble dimellsion.lmage courtesy of (he HlisL 
figure 25. fassih Keiso, The Last Supper ,Vot (I-I.'hy Not?), 20]6, digital c-type, 
80x120cm. Image courtesy of lhe HlisL 
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For his current and ongoing project, Creative Responses to the Syrian 
Crisis (2016-), Keiso returned to his homeland and undertook a period of 
research to examine what is happening to his country. The work aims to 
reflect on historical theories of war and dispersion that impact Arabs 
geographically, physically, and spiritually39 In this work, he continues to 
extend art's continuing dialogue with war and conflict. Keiso does not in any 
way romanticize war; rather through his performances, photographs, and 
videos one gets the feeling he is trying to understand it. His "creative 
responses" demonstrate the artist's creative acts as a form of activism in 
relation to the Syrian crisis. As Keiso notes: 
I started working on this project on March 31, 2016; a few days after 
the Syrian government reclaimed Palmyra from ISIS, I visited the site 
and its museum with the purpose to document the current situation 
of the ancient city. This project is a reflection of what I witnessed 
during lny visit.40 
Women regularly feature as subjects of his work. This has caused him 
some strife. For example, at Gertrude Contemporary in Melbourne 1998 he 
exhibited They Shoot Belly Dancers, Don't They? (fig. 26). The artist was 
threatened with court action from some of the women who posed as belly 
dancers for the work. 41 He described the situation as a cultural 
misunderstanding. Ironically, his intent was to highlight cultural 
misinterpretations and reappropriations of Middle Eastern rituals to 
underscore the tensions between current Eastern and Western perceptions of 
the body and sexuality. Writing on this work, the artist notes his ongoing 
frustration with making art in Australia: 
While Westerners are familiar with belly dancing, most have no 
correct information on the subject and few ideas about the conflicts 
that the Arab world faces. Educating Australians about the culture I 
came from became my main motivation in my artwork, which was also 
a result of the harassment I faced.42 
Women still appear as ongoing subjects of his imagery; he does not 
shy away from this despite the criticism he has received. For instance, in his 
current project, he interviewed a number of female Syrian fighters who have 
formed a group to protect their communities. Their position is complicated by 
S:l Chrrinr Jilll,,/ 
tlleir t",.o-fold stmggk to gmlt'd thdr ""ighborhoods Wll ik ,imult~n~ou~ly 
fighting for equality with th~ local male combatants. ;c, The nature of this 
l \\'01'01.1 slruggle servt s lO denne I\:eis()'s praClice as a ",holt . The al'liSl ,ees hi, 
rol~ a., on~ that attempts to hring two d ivNgent world., together, th~ two 
world, Ile him,elf inh~h i ts. Il espite various ideologic, on th~ body, reli~i()11, 
culture, and 'Nat, Kdso's work sccms to efiortlessly and at thuts provooltivdy 
'ynlh~siL~ and f'idur~ inwllgru~ nl mind-,els, object" alld p~op le. 
media, in,tallation vi~w, variabl~ dimension. Image courte,y of the arti,t. 
CO~CLUS10~ 
By inlroducing the work OJ S~vdl cDnldllporJr)' Auslralian arli,IS from lhe 
MiJdle Eastern diaspora I have int~nd~d first and t()r~mo't to hridg~ a gap, 
hoping tn contrihute to sUpportillg contemporary art in Australia and ih 
―
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exposure nationally and internationally, as well as in a scholarly context. 
However, in doing this I must also acknowledge my discomfort. I am only too 
aware that I am participatiug in a form of categorization, or the pigeon-holing 
of my peers as artists from the Middle Eastern diaspora. This categorization 
connotes «not the mainstream." 
Why am I uncomfortable with this? Largely, there is a tendency in 
Australia (and this is not unique to Australia) to classify artists from non-
Anglo backgrounds into racial categories: Arabic artist, Asian artist, and 
Indigenous or Aboriginal artist. These are just three of the most common 
examples." This tendency is both one that is put upon us and one which we 
utilize ourselves. I must confess that my discomfort with such categories arose 
early in my own artistic career (1999-2005, coinciding with the 9111 attacks in 
the U.S.) when there was a considerable focus on my cultural heritage resulting 
in a misinformed and limited framing of my work as a photographer. What I 
encountered was an exasperating situation that despite the imagery I was 
producing, which for the most part had little to do with my cultural upbringing 
or racial ancestry, I was too often referred to as the Other a Lebanese-
Australian artist. While my Anglo-Australian peers could seemingly enjoy the 
freedom of being "artists," I was very much a "Lebanese-Australian artist." 
While I have attempted to resist such narrow parameters over the past twenty 
years, I have also recently come to ask questions about my discomfort. Thus, I 
have sought the views of my peers and have attempted to come to some 
acceptance of the vexing issue of othering artists and their art, as well as 
othering ourselves. 
Through email correspondence and phone conversation I asked my 
peers directly: Does being from the Middle East inform your practice? Why 
and how? And is it inherent for artists from the Middle Eastern diaspora to 
make art as a form of "activism," art that is sociocultural and politica!?45 Many 
simply stated, yes, it did inform their practice, and that this occurred because 
they made art from direct experience and that autobiographical experience was 
very much informed by their connection to the Middle East, its politics, it 
rituals, conflicts, religions, and cultures. They also noted the arts' longstanding 
relationship with politics. Thanks to the straightforward responses given by 
the seven artists represented here, the nature of othering that can occur 
profeSSionally for artists who are non-Anglo (but are Australian), can perhaps 
be interpreted not as a problem (as Armanious describes it), but rather as an 
opportunity. In other words, making art informed by one's life and one's 
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The seven artists discussed in this article represent a wide range of 
issues and practices. Their works are conceptually complex, employing 
methodologies centered on both aesthetic and formal concerns, all the while 
having something significant to say about the local and global issues that 
fundamentally affect us all whether we live "remotely" in Australia or in the 
intense and dense continents that make up the rest of the world. Further, 
Australian artists from the Middle Eastern diaspora have a central role to play 
as activists, as voices of reason, and healers of racism and racist views and 
policies. Anti-Muslim sentiment is common in Australia and is too often both 
ignored and exploited by politicians in the effort to win popular votes and 
media attention. 46 In this regard, the seven artists discussed here, among 
others, continue to have an important role to play in Australian cultural life. 
Finally, ]' d like to close this article with a noteworthy response from 
one of the artists (who did not want to be named) who replied to my above 
questions resolutely stating "that many artists make work that draws on their 
cultural background and politics. This is not unique to artists from the Middle 
East."47 The artist also noted that perhaps my question should ask, How or 
should being an Australian inform an art practice?" Now that would make a 
stimulating discussion. 
1 Documenta is a major international contemporary art event, held every five years in 
Kassel, Germany. 
'The Australian art critic John McDonald noted somewhat cynically: "The notion of 
greater inclusiveness surfaced again in the 2002 Documenta, put together by 
Nigerian-born curator, Okwui Ekwezor. This show included artists who originated in 
many exotic locations, although they all seemed to live in New York or Paris or 
Berlin, just like the curator. See more on McDonald's website: "E1 Anatsui," John 
McDonald, 4 February 2016, http://johnrncdonald.net.au!2016!el-
anatsui!#sthash.RYGyZkW8.dpuf. 
J This is not unique to Australian artists from the Middle Eastern diaspora. Very few 
Australian artists succeed in achieving international recognition and visibility. This 
invisibility was recently evidenced in the 2017 Venice Biennale's major curated 
exhibition in the Arsenale. This exhibition included work by over a hundred artists 
from every corner of the globe and yet failed to feature any artists living and working 
in Australia or New Zealand. There was, however, one artist, Adam Nankervis, who 
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lives and works in London and Berlin but was born in Australia. Australian artists 
are more likely to achieve international success by way of inclusion, visibility, and 
representation if they relocate to European or North American art hubs. Recently, 
this can be seen with two Australian artists who live in Europe: Angelica Mesiti who 
relocated to Paris, and David Noonan who relocated to London. 
,1 Five of the artists migrated to Australia from the Middle East, while two were born 
in Australia and are children of Middle Eastern migrants. 
~ Admittedly, this is not an extensive survey of Australian artists from this diaspora. 
Other noted artists include Nasim Nasr, Marian Abboud, Nuha Saad, and Rushdi 
Anwar, as well as Khadim Ali, who is a refugee from Afghanistan. 
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